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Artificial Intelligence may increase the productivity of world economy. But it may have a larger 
impact by serving as an invention method that can reshape the innovation and R& D process of 
any organization. Companies have started acknowledging the power of AI and investing in the 
technology to gain an edge over competition. The expanding imbalance between digital 
endemic and digital sluggards is creating wide inequality in the world economy.. Today, the 
most advanced software, AI, machine learning, deep learning, these are all technologies that 
are available by the instillation in the cloud. Today, technology companies like Google and 
Amazon release software thousands of times a month, whereas traditional enterprises are still 
releasing software on an annual basis,. Companies and countries have an innovation deficit 
that they face. This innovation deficit is critical to the human future, critical to the future of 
business
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Kundana is a global AI thought leader, an AI evangelists, and AI 
influencer. Kundana being a well-known global IT Delivery & 
Technology Professional and early M.Tech in computational 
intelligence is prominent in AI & emerging technologies such as 
computer vision, natural language processing, predictive analytics, 
anomaly detection, information retrieval, and robotics. He strongly 
believes that AI may impose an existential risk for India, and he’s doing 
his best to not only propel but also democratize AI by establishing 
R&D oriented AI Innovation Hubs & Exchanges in collaboration with 
industry & academia but also designing & delivering innovative 
easy-to-grasp practical programs on multiple platforms. Kundana is 
well-respected Coach &  Guru at Vitti AI.  As a head of Vitti Research 
Foundation he is driving AI adaptation for public benefit and ensuring 
level playing  field for India in upcoming AI disruption
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Innovation Deficit


